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ABSTRACT
Water supply systems (WSS) are complex but vitally important infrastructures in today’s societies. They are exposed to various risk situations from natural disasters and human failings, but criminal acts can also compromise their operations and cause substantial economic and social damage. Several publications on how to tackle these concerns have appeared in the last few years. This paper presents the state of the art in terms of the vulnerabilities, risks, interdependencies and optimization models inherent to WSSs. It further describes the robust optimization method used in engineering systems and in actual WSSs. Finally, the ways in which robustness is included, as described in case studies, are systematized and some conclusions are drawn.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Water supply systems (WSS) are vital infrastructures for society as they provide people with high urban living standards. They are thus regarded as one of the most important pieces of critical infrastructures in the United States [1].

It is now extremely necessary to guarantee the quality and availability of water, to protect public health, to comply with increasingly strict legislation and also because citizens are becoming more aware of its importance. In addition there is a growing need to ensure the economic sustainability of the sector at a time when scarce financial resources mean that interventions have to be ever more judicious, and certainly optimized.

The systems are spread over large areas and connected with one another and with other infrastructures like the electricity grid, telecommunication networks and wastewater drainage systems. They are controlled by a great number of operators and have countless users. All these factors make them vulnerable and studies should be conducted to find ways of identifying and mitigating possible threats to them that could jeopardize their safety and uninterrupted operation.

This paper presents the state of the art in terms of the vulnerabilities, risks, interdependencies and optimization models inherent to WSSs. It further describes the robust optimization method used in engineering systems and in actual WSSs. Finally, the ways in which robustness is included, as described in case studies, are systematized and some conclusions are drawn.

2 VULNERABILITIES
WSSs are highly vulnerable infrastructures. Haimes [2] believes that the main challenge that science has to tackle in the design and operation of infrastructure in this third millennium is the development of tools and technologies that can keep facilities such as these in operation. He feels that societies’ living standards have improved considerably, but even so the provision of services relies to a great extent on infrastructure, and the risks and vulnerability to failure during operation have grown.

Danneels and Finley [3] see the events of 11 September as the main driving force for the analysis of the vulnerability of infrastructures. In the wake of this attack the USA passed a law on public health security that forced WSSs which serve more than 3,300 consumers to be assessed for vulnerability and risk. The RAM-W™ (Risk Assessment Methodology for Water Utilities) was thus...
developed. This can specify the measures to be implemented to lessen vulnerabilities and thereby increase the security of infrastructure components.

Haimes et al. [4] observe that WSSs vulnerabilities have to be assessed not just for a particular point in time, but for their entire working life, since their nature and level of vulnerability are changing all the time. The authors paid special heed to terrorist attacks since there is a vast amount of literature about natural disasters and relative little about terrorist attacks. They divide possible terrorist threats on WSSs into physical, chemical/biological and cyber threats.

According to Matalas [5] the systems vulnerability can be reduced by implementing security measures such as increasing redundancy, robustness and system resilience. The author also says that there has been little experience in dealing with terrorist attacks compared with natural disasters, and that they tend to be isolated incidents with unforeseeable consequences. Any decisions on preventing such events are taken in a state of complete uncertainty.

Vieira et al. [6] observe that there are a great number of extreme situations that can affect WSSs, they break them down into natural and human events; these may then be subdivided into technological and human failures, and terrorist acts (Fig. 1).

An action that could cause immense damage to public health is the chemical contamination of WSSs. Meinhardt [7] notes that deliberate contamination of WSSs by terrorists could have very serious

![Figure 1: Events that can affect water supply systems. Adapted from [6].](image-url)
consequences because most staffs operating the equipment do not have the sort of knowledge to help them recognize and assess possible water contamination, so the author provides information to enable them to recognize, control and prevent bioterrorist attacks. This article also gives a detailed description of the biological agents that can contaminate the systems, their origins and how to disperse them.

In terms of natural disasters, ICE [8] describes a huge number of disasters and their harmful impact on WSSs. In relation to this aspect of vulnerabilities, WHO [9] reports that failure to consider possible extreme unexpected events during the conception, design, construction and operation stages of systems causes many problems that could be avoided if all such events were contemplated a priori in the decision process. According to this reference the determination and quantification of systems’ vulnerabilities can be reduced to the following basic objectives:

- Identifying and quantifying the disasters of natural or human origin that can affect the systems.
- Estimating the susceptibility to damage of components essential in providing water when a disaster has occurred.
- Defining measures to be included in mitigation plans, such as refurbishment projects to lessen the physical vulnerability of system components.
- Identifying measures for an emergency plan so as to guide water companies when emergencies arise.
- Assessing the effectiveness of the mitigation measures and emergency plans and implementing training actions like simulations, seminars and workshops.

3 RISKS

The risk of WSSs to different disasters can be calculated based on the probability of a disaster occurring and its likely consequences. But there are still unforeseeable events whose probabilistic distribution cannot be determined. Several ways of structuring methods to manage risk and uncertainty in systems have emerged recently. One is the risk wheel outlined by PLANAT – National Platform on Natural Hazards (risk wheel OFPP [10]).

Ezell et al. [11] describe a method of including risk probability analysis in WSSs called 'Infrastructure Risk Analysis Model' (IRAM). It gives the average values for calculating the critical measures relevant and actually required for the assignment of resources to enhance the system’s security. This method has four stages: first, the risks are identified; second, possible scenarios are worked out; third, the system’s security is established and expected losses for each scenario calculated; fourth, alternative damage mitigation measures are developed, the risk model is reappraised and the Pareto boundaries of the mitigation alternatives determined. In another paper [12], the method is applied to a WSS to show how it can be used to assess the risk and determine the use of scarce resources to improve the security of the system.

In the context of terrorist attacks, Tidwell et al. [13] describe a model based on latent effects, i.e. events, occurrences, conditions or behaviors that do not necessarily cause an immediate problem but which do so when subsequently combined with other occurrences, conditions or behaviors. These are pinpointed by breaking down the threat into different decision levels and then it is easier to see the basic events that contribute to characterizing the threat. The probabilities of success or failure at the decision levels are then quantified so as to find the probability of the threat actually occurring.

Kunreuther et al. [14] proposed a method that uses cost-benefit analysis to assess the various damage mitigation measures applied to critical infrastructures subject to earthquakes. A systematic assessment and decision procedure comprising the following steps is used:

- Specifying the nature of the problem, alternative options and interested parties.
- Determining the direct costs of the mitigation alternatives.
• Determining the losses with and without mitigation alternatives.
• Calculating the attractiveness of the mitigation alternatives and choosing the best of them.

The authors use this method with a water distribution system; four possible seismic scenarios are considered, and two alternatives: keeping the system unchanged and strengthening all the system’s reservoirs to be able to withstand severe seismic events.

Chang [15] published a paper on the application of a life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA) usually employed to manage infrastructures, and in this case extended to assess the costs and benefits of seismic disaster mitigation for critical infrastructures. As most studies in this area use cost-benefit analyses that do not consider the inevitable wear and tear of infrastructure’s component in the course of its working life the author uses LCCA, which implicitly considers this factor. This analysis considers both the costs/benefits of seismic mitigations and the benefits of these actions in reducing maintenance expenses.

4 INTERDEPENDENCIES
WSSs cannot be regarded independently when we are looking at their vulnerabilities or reasons for operating failures. The systems depend on other infrastructure such as the electricity grid and telecommunication networks.

Haimes [16] notes that a new dimension of vulnerabilities has emerged in the wake of the rapid spread and integration of telecommunication and computer processes in the management and operation of systems that link the infrastructure to one another in a complex network of interdependencies. It is therefore necessary to quantify them so as to assess and deal with potential threats.

Haimes and Horowitz [17] describe a methodology based on Hierarchical Holographic Modeling (HHM) in a study on infrastructure interdependencies.

Haimes and Jiang [18] developed the Leontief-based infrastructure input–output model that can quantify internal and external links between infrastructures. This model considers critical infrastructures connected to one another and globally as a complex and finds the risks of its subsystems suffering operation failure. It can be implemented in an optimization model, taking the reduction of the risk of operating failure as the objective function and the pre-established amount of resources to be used as the main restriction.

Osorio et al. [19] devised a method to analyze the interdependencies between an electricity grid and a WSS. In it the response of the networks to disruption is measured in terms of the effect that the removal of an element from the network has on overall connectivity. The interdependencies between the two networks are modeled by establishing the degree of connection through a spatial proximity criterion. The dependence of the WSS on the electricity grid stems from the need for power to operate the pumping stations, water treatment plants, and so forth. Having analyzed the networks in a case study the authors found that the water system is highly vulnerable to stoppages of the main elements in the electricity grid, which indicates that redundancy can be used to identify the weakest points in the networks.

5 OPTIMIZATION MODELS
Optimized decision models can be applied to WSSs to ensure low-cost solutions and high levels of performance and efficiency. So thought has to be given to which model will be best in given circumstances, according to the parameters available. Figure 2 characterizes the models that can be used.

The deterministic models used in recent decades ignore issues of risk and uncertainty and therefore does not consider the uncertainty of their parameters.
Robust optimization models have sparked great interest in the scientific community and there is plentiful literature reporting the strides made in recent decades. This is a fairly new branch of the science and is still at the research stage.

Greenberg [20] defines robust optimization as a method that considers uncertainty and is similar to stochastic optimization in that it works with random variables. The difference between the methods is that stochastic optimization only considers parameters with well established probabilistic distribution, whereas robust models consider, in addition, parameters whose probabilistic distribution cannot be determined. Robust models have been considered in various areas of application as they may generate safer and more resilient solutions. Mulvey et al. [21] proposed the concept of robustness and presented a major synthesis of these methods, in which they give a theoretical introduction to them, and some applications.

In the theoretical introduction the authors look at two kinds of decision variables:

- $x$: vector of the design decision variables whose optimum value is not conditioned by uncertain parameters;
- $y$: vector of control decision variables which are subject to adjustment, depending not only on the value of the uncertain parameters but also on the optimum value of the $x$ variables.

The authors consider a generic robust optimization model given by:

$$\min f(x, y_1, \ldots, y_n) + C_{pen}p(e_1, \ldots, e_n)$$

subject to:

$$Ax = b$$

$$h_c x + l_c y + e_c = j_c \quad \forall c \in NC$$
where $A$, $b$ are fixed value parameters; $H_c$, $I_c$, $J_c$, uncertain value parameters of scenario $c$; $NC$, number of scenarios; $e_c$, error vector of scenario $c$ that measure the infeasibility allowed by the control constraints (eqn 3); $f(x, y_1, ..., y_c)$, function relating different decision variables; $C_{pen}$, penalty coefficient used to find different solutions with differing robustness values and to compare them; and $p(e_1, ..., e_c)$ is penalty function used to penalize violations of the control constraints in some scenarios and to measure the model’s robustness.

For the term $p(e_1, ..., e_c)$, and considering $prob_c$ the probability of occurrence of scenario $c$, the authors give two functions:

- $p(e_1, ..., e_c) = \sum_{c=1}^{NC} prob_c e^T e_c :$ a quadratic penalty function used on equality constraints when positive and negative constraint violations are considered;
- $p(e_1, ..., e_c) = \sum_{c=1}^{NC} prob_c \max\{0, e_c\} :$ a penalty function applied to inequality constraints when only positive violations are of interest.

The term that calculates the robustness of the model $f(x, y_1, ..., y_c)$ used in eqn (1) can be given by different functions. Considering $e_c = k^T x + d^T y_c$, $k$ a vector of fixed value parameters and $d_c$ a vector of uncertain value parameters of scenario $c$, the authors give some possible functions:

$$f(x, y_1, ..., y_c) = \sum_{c=NC} prob_c e_c$$

$$f(x, y_1, ..., y_c) = \sum_{c=NC} prob_c e_c + C_{pen} \sum_{c=NC} prob_c \left(e_c - \sum_{c=NC} prob_c e_c\right)^2$$

$$f(x, y_1, ..., y_c) = -\sum_{c=NC} prob_c U(e_c)$$

Equation (5) is the objective function of the stochastic optimization models and should be used only in low risk situations. Equation (6) can be used for medium and high decision risk situations and is called a mean/variance model, in which the risk value is equated to the variance value so that the risk can be controlled via a penalty parameter $C_{pen}$ in the penalty factor (2nd term of the objective function). Distribution of the variable $e_c$ needs to be symmetrical in relation to its mean value for this method can be used. Equation (7) can be used for high risk decision situations and it is based on the Von Neumann–Morgenstern utility curves in which, $U(e_c)$ is a utility function. This method can be applied generally since it takes into account the probabilistic distributions of $e_c$. Regarding the application of robust optimization the authors expose some cases studies. For reasons of space, all these cases and the others next to here were numbered for easy systematization at chapter 8. The practical cases exposed by the authors are:

- power capacity expansion problem (I);
- matrix balancing problem (II);
- image reconstruction (III);
- airline allocation for the Air force: the STORM model (IV);
- scenario immunization (V);
- minimum weight structural design (VI).
Snyder [22] also published an extensive literature review of infrastructure location problems resolved using stochastic and robust optimization. In the robust optimization models the author separates those composed of discrete parameters from others composed of continuous parameters since the uncertainties of the discrete parameters should be held to vary within a pre-established range of possible values. In addition, the author describes two of the commonest objectives used in these models, viz. the minimization of maximum costs and the minimization of maximum losses, in all possible scenarios accepted (MiniMax models).

Samsatli et al. [23] published a work on robust optimization models applied to engineering systems. The authors described mathematical techniques capable of capturing different aspects of risk and some robustness measures are defined through modifications of parameters and functions. According to the authors, two approaches are widely used to reformulate this model: probabilistic methodologies and methodologies based on scenario analysis. The latter is more usual. It requires the discretization of uncertain parameters to generate the scenarios and it gives a multi-scenario deterministic optimization problem. The scenarios can be determined explicitly if the combinations of parameters and associated probabilities are known a priori. By contrast, the scenarios may be generated implicitly assuming probability density function for the parameters and using an approximation to express the integral. The authors define robustness in terms of the variance of a measure of performance or through combinations of the mean and the variance and present some forms found in the literature. But they do not believe that variance is a sufficiently general measure of robustness, and so they give a general measure of robustness based on the violation of constraint. Based on that constraint, the authors show particular robustness measure, such as:

- linear penalty functions;
- Taguchi quality loss function;
- variance of constraints;
- constraints of signal-to-noise ratio;
- probability of constraint violation;
- expected constraint violation.

To reduce the complexity of the problem only the uncertain parameters that have most influence on the process in terms of magnitude and response type should be included. Furthermore, the combinatorial nature of the problem can be reduced by approximating the binary variables by continuous variables.

Two case studies were analyzed to apply these assumptions: the optimization of chemical reactors (VII) and the optimization of a fermentation process (VIII).

Suh and Lee [24] also proposed a robust optimization methodology for the planning and design of chemical processes. The general formula of the robust model described is similar to the stochastic model, but it has one extra constraint (eqn 12):

\[
\text{Min } \sum_{c=1}^{NC} \text{prob} C_{t_c} \quad (8)
\]

subject to:

\[
C_{t_c} = f(x, y_c, \theta_c) \quad \forall c \in NC \quad (9)
\]

\[
h_c(x, y_c, \theta_c) = 0 \quad \forall c \in NC \quad (10)
\]
where $\text{probc}$ is probability of occurrence of scenario $c$; $Ctc$, costs in scenario $c$ calculated from function $f(x, y_c, \theta_c)$; $x$, design variables vector; $y_c$, control variables vector for scenario $c$; $\theta_c$, uncertain parameters associated with scenario $c$; $h_c(x, y_c, \theta_c)$, vectors of equality constraints on scenario $c$; $g_c(x, y_c, \theta_c)$, vectors of inequality constraints on scenario $c$; $R(Ct)$, measure of robustness as a function of cost; and $R_{\text{lim}}$ is limit value of robustness measure.

By excluding the constraint (12) we get a stochastic optimization model. If, instead of the objective function (8), is used:

$$\text{Min } R(Ct) \quad (13)$$

The pure model of robust optimization achieved is so-called because it is a model whose sole purpose is to minimize a measure of robustness. For different values of $R_{\text{lim}}$ different cost solutions are obtained, and so a Pareto boundary can be constructed with pairs of optimal solution values. These solutions are given by resolving the stochastic model given by eqns (8)–(11), which determines the top limit of the robustness measure $R(Ct)_{\text{stochastic}}$. Next the pure model of robust optimization is resolved (eqns (9)–(11) and (13)) to determine the lower limit of the robustness measure $R(Ct)_{\text{robust}}$. Once these limits have been found, the multi-objective problem is resolved for values of $R_{\text{lim}}$ in the range:

$$R(Ct)_{\text{robust}} \leq R_{\text{lim}} \leq R(Ct)_{\text{stochastic}} \quad (14)$$

Finally, a model for designing a biological reactor for a wastewater treatment plant (IX) proposed by Afonso and Cunha [25] should be mentioned. In this model the robustness measure is given by the sum of the absolute value of the partial derivatives of performance in order of the parameters subject to uncertainty, so it is given as the sensitivity of the system to modifications of certain parameters.

### 7 ROBUST OPTIMIZATION APPLIED TO WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS

Babayan et al. [26] solved the problem of the optimum robust design of WSSs using two methods, one based on redundancy of the system (X) and the other based on an integration method (XI). These authors consider the robustness of the system as the probability of simultaneously satisfying all the pressure constraints that is, guaranteeing nodal pressures above a pre-set figure, for all the system’s nodes. The sources of uncertainty considered in these methods were the nodal consumption and the coefficients of roughness of the pipes.

Cunha and Sousa [27] presented a decision model for designing a WSS (XII) based on the concept of robust optimization and resolved by means of a simulated annealing algorithm. Through this model the authors show, for a network subject to different consumption scenarios, the increased costs associated with gains in robustness for different values of a penalty coefficient. This makes it possible to give decision makers cost-robustness ratios to help them choose which decision to adopt.

For the robust management of WSSs, Jeong et al. [28] propose a mathematical model capable of identifying a WSS’s vulnerabilities, the optimal allocation of available security resources and the reduction of the consequences of pre-planned terrorist attacks. The authors describe a model to control, or determine a suitable way to operate, a WSS damaged by terrorist attack (XIII). Terrorist attacks may be chemical, biological, cyber or physical, but this article focuses
on physical attacks because they are the most likely on account of the low level of expertise required to mount them. After an attack, just one part of the system is assumed to remain functional. The mitigation model developed by the authors allows the consequences of a cut to the water supply to be reduced by means of ascribing a priority level to each consumption node of the network.

Carr et al. [29] report models used for the robust optimal placement of sensors in a WSS to detect contaminants accidentally or criminally injected into a particular network node (XIV). Here it is assumed that all the points downstream of the contaminated node are affected. The authors describe two kinds of decision models: the expected reduction of network contamination as defined by the number of contaminated nodes and the minimization of the number of people exposed to contamination.

8 SYSTEMATIZATION
A detailed analysis of the works mentioned has made it possible to establish the following modes of including robustness in the specified optimization models:

- **Multi-scenario analyses**: the decision model is resolved for a series of scenarios, i.e. for different values of uncertain parameters, so that the global solution obtained functions properly for all the scenarios tested.
- **Parameter variance**: in the object function of the model, a term is implemented to calculate the variance of a particular uncertain parameter.
- **Penalty factors**: constant parameters of the model normally used to penalize constraint violations, and through their variation, to find different possible solutions with different robustness values.
- **Utility functions**: determine the benefits of a particular process according to the satisfaction of the objectives achieved.
- **Security factors**: the uncertain parameters of the model are increased so that the final solution will function well, even in adverse circumstances. The larger these factors the greater the robustness of the final solution and the higher the cost of the solution.
- **Integration method**: used to calculate the mean and standard deviation of the uncertain parameters so as to arrive at values that can be used as security factors in the control constraints.
- **Performance variation**: established by the derivative of a performance measure of the system in order of the different uncertain parameters of the model which conveys the sensitivity of the system to parameter modification; limiting superiorly this derivative is to limit the variation of system performance and with this, impose a minimum level of robustness.
- **Constraint violations**: used to quantify the error in parameters determined by solving the model and the target values that should have been obtained; (in the case of WSSs, a common constraint of this type is the violation of minimum admissible pressure at various nodes of the system);
- **MiniMax**: models which use objective functions that aim to reduce the maxima of certain parameters in all the possible scenarios so that the solution arrived, functions even in the worst possible parameter situations.

Table 1 has been constructed to summarize the modes of including robustness in the optimization models presented in this paper. The different robustness modes used can be checked quite quickly.

9 CONCLUSIONS
This paper has characterized the vulnerabilities, risks, interdependencies with other infrastructures and optimization models normally applied to WSSs. It then described the state of the art of robust
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modes of robustness inclusion</th>
<th>Parameters variability</th>
<th>Penalty factors</th>
<th>Security factors</th>
<th>Utility functions</th>
<th>Integration methods</th>
<th>Performance variability</th>
<th>Violations of restrictions</th>
<th>MinMax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multi-scenario analysis</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ⅰ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ⅱ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ⅲ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ⅳ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ⅴ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ⅵ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ⅶ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ⅷ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ⅸ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIII</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIV</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
optimization models applied to diverse engineering systems. Finally, it presented a systematization of the different modes found in the case study literature on the inclusion of robustness in decision models. This literature review has enabled some conclusions to be drawn, as set forth below:

- WSSs are highly vulnerable because of their great exposure, extent and accessibility.
- There is a huge number of extreme adverse situations, provoked by natural events or human activity, that can affect WSSs.
- Risk management in WSSs requires a systematic process of analysis, assessment and control.
- WSSs rely on other infrastructures, which means that a failure in one of these systems is linked to an interruption of services provided by other infrastructure networks.
- A robust solution of a model is one which remains ‘close’ to the optimum for any values of uncertain parameters.
- Robust optimization can be applied to many areas of science to find more ‘secure’ solutions.
- When designing WSSs, robust optimization methods lead to solutions that function satisfactorily, even under extreme operating conditions.
- The main forms of including robustness in the optimization models found in the literature are multi-scenario analysis, penalty factors and constraint violations.
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